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Description:
The Witch's Inn (Bed & Breakfast)
CROSS STITCH PATTERN READY TO DOWNLOAD, DESIGNED BY Barbara Ana Designs

Are you looking for a place to stay on October 31st?

May we suggest this quaint little roadside inn operating ever since 1692!

 

Here's yet another of Barbara Ana's fun and whimsical Halloween cross stitch patterns. This time the designer has
come up with a wonderful idea, a witch running her own little inn!

 

The pattern comes as two charts. The larger chart features the welcoming "Witch's inn" seen from the roadside,
with a cute signboard and all windows alight. The witch is tending to her garden, sweeping the yard.

 

The second chart is delightful too, with a peak inside the inn. The witch is now tucked into her bed, shoes neatly
arranged next to it, one cat at her feet and another one hiding under the bed.

 

Text includes: The witch's inn, Bead & Breakfast since 1692

 

The piece has been cross stitched using some of Romy's creations overdyed threads, one of which (Barbara's
pumpkin) has been specifically designed for this pattern. DMC substitutes are also provided. Given the colorway is
quite straightforward you may also consider picking your very own colours using some of your favorite overdyeds.

 

 

A cross stitch pattern by Barbara Ana Designs.

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-witchs-breakfast-cross-stitch-xml-214_234-2798.html


>> see more patterns by Barbara Ana Designs
 

Chart info & Needlework supplies for the pattern:
The Witch's Inn (Bed & Breakfast)

Chart size in stitches: 118 x 62 for the large patter, 70 x 51 for the samller one (wide x high)

Needlework fabric: Aida, Linen or Evenweave

>> View size in my choice of fabric (fabric calculator)

Stitches: Cross stitch, Backstitch,

Chart: Black & White, Color

Threads: Romy's Creations overdyed threads (or DMC substitutes), DMC

Number of colors: 8

Themes: Witch, inn, hotel, bead & breakfast, Halloween 

 

>> see more patterns with witches by Barbara Ana Designs

>> see all Witches patterns (all designers)

 

All patterns on Creative Poppy's website are printable and available for instant download.

Price in £ or €: select a currency in top right section of this page.

Link to the product

https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/calculette-de-toile.php?products_id=2798&w=118&h=62
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-halloween-xsl-296_302_303.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/witches-xsl-214_234_742.html
https://www.creativepoppypatterns.com/barbara-designs-witchs-breakfast-cross-stitch-xml-214_234-2798.html

